From the royal city of Versailles, Dubai’s exclusive first class dental clinic - Versailles Dental Clinic

By Dental Tribune MEA

A s one of the most successful and recognized Doctor of dentistry in France, what made you decide to expand your dental business in Dubai?

I am originally from Versailles, the royal city of France. I had opened several dental clinics since 1987 they were very successful I think due to the fact that I am a passionate dentist ready to serve my patients with the best technologies, competences and respect. Dubai is a destination I know quite well as I was visiting UAE for more than 20 years for holidays, the idea to move here it looked to me as a new professional challenge.

Dr. Caron, you already succeeded in your career in France being an innovator of dental practice, as you move forward to UAE how do you envision yourself in the market?

Versailles Dental Clinic was established here in 2007, we have had very successful records so far with patients travelling from all over the world for their dental treatments. Thanks to that demand, I have developed a unique approach of full mouth reconstructions, smile maker in short time span, to suit our travelling patients. I call it “ONE SESSION DENTAL SOLUTIONS” “reconstruction of a full tooth in one appointment only.

We have patients from Russia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, New Zealand, UK and Qatar to name a few.

Versailles Dental Clinic is becoming the international indispensible hub for patients seeking the highest quality of dental treatments in the shortest possible time, painless, cosmetic and efficient.

With the fast growing economy of Dubai, competition is arising everywhere aiming to be the best of the best dental institution in the country, what makes you surpass all your competitors and be one of the most prestigious dental institution in the country?

The unique “One Session Dental Solutions” (ODS Versailles Label) approach, allows me to do treatments such as Root Canal Treatment, Core Build Up and Crown in one visit only, compared to 5-4 visits in other clinics.

Besides that, here at Versailles Dental Clinic, we are really from Versailles from France, and genuine French doctors, National French board certified and really experienced. Our patients trust is a huge value for us.

Another thing to point out in that we are never compromising with quality; our treatments are offering the maximum of safety and guarantee to our patients.

My family and I are based in Dubai, Versailles Dental Clinic has an emergency personalized service in Dubai, basically our patients can reach us any time.

We pay great attention to patient service and we always try to speak in patient’s language. Our Russian/French speaking patient manager will assist the patient from the first visit, to the dental room to the follow-up appointments.

Our patients are fully informed during their consultation; we use the intraoral camera that allows us to show each tooth on a computer screen, it is very beneficial for the practitioner, to be able to provide the most accurate diagnosis and for the patient that can see along the way what exactly his concerns are. We are happy to increase the awareness of our patients about prevention and treatments, and all their questions are always welcomed and answered with transparency.

For more than 27 years in the dental service, starting from Versailles - France and now to Dubai, UAE as a pioneer, developer and innovator of a new and improved dental practice and service, what should we look forward for VERSAILLES DENTAL CLINIC DUBAI?

Seamless, painless, shorts and efficient treatments done in one appointment only with 100% patient satisfaction.

What do we expect from a VERSAILLES dental clinic service? Do you have special or new dental service you want to introduce to the market in UAE?

You should expect the patient satisfaction with the greatest smile from Versailles dental clinic! We are introducing the most efficient and fast communication tool system: “Versaillesdenthalpud”, which is a new app that allows the patient to see how his smile will look like at the end of the treatment. From the concept of the treatment to its realization and finally with the result. It is a product designed in France and launched just a few weeks ago.

What dental treatment or service can you offer to our tourist reader as well, for fast and effective dental treatment/service?

Broken tooth, tooth ache, cosmetic issue? And of course a flight to catch or a meeting impossible to miss…

ONE SESSION DENTAL SOLUTIONS, as explained earlier, is the right solution in case of any needs of a full dental treatment in one immediate appointment only.

Our call center is used to busy schedules of business and leisure travelers and can find the best booking to provide the needed services in a record time.

As a first class dental service provider in Dubai, how do you maintain your standards and services in providing your clients a well-satisfied and efficient service?

We do not have clients, but patients. As leading dental clinic in the Gulf Region, we are working with high European standards of sterilization, same as in our clinics in France. We receive yearly awards as highest quality dental clinic at all levels. Always focus on infection control management, all our staff is constantly assessed and trained in all the different aspects of oral hygiene. We only work with highly qualified staff and test them on random basis to ensure the consistency of the quality of their daily tasks and service.
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I am a passionate dentist ready to serve my patients with the best technologies, competences and respect.
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